The pre-B cell receptor; selecting for or against autoreactivity.
Antibodies represent a crucial component of humoral immunity as protection against invading pathogens, to which they bind and thereby trigger mechanisms that lead to the disposal of the pathogen. Antibodies are assembled from Ig heavy chains (HCs) and light chains (LCs) and are found in both a secreted and a membrane-bound form, termed B cell receptors (BCRs), where the latter allows the 'right' B cell to respond upon recognition of its cognate antigen. The antibody repertoire is almost unlimited because of a process in which germ line V(D)J gene segments, encoding the variable (antigen-binding) region of the antibody HCs and LCs, are recombined. As this process is random, it is apparent that it results in a vast variety of antibodies, those that recognize foreign but also those that recognize self- (auto-) antigens. Control mechanisms are, therefore, in place to ensure that as few autoreactive B cells as possible are allowed to proceed in development. This counter-selection takes place through various mechanisms and at several stages as the cells develop from pre-B cells to antibody-secreting plasma cells. At the first major checkpoint, at the pre-BI to pre-BII cell transition, antibody HCs assemble with the invariant surrogate LC (SLC) forming a pre-BCR. Herein, we will discuss the role of the pre-BCR in the selection at this stage, how a dysfunctional pre-BCR affects selection and its effects on later stages, and whether the pre-BCR selects for or against autoreactivity.